
The smallest pair of binoculars 
with image stabilization

COMING SOON



When looking through a pair of binoculars for a 
long time we may eventually feel a certain stress. 
Especially when it comes to high magnification 
power binoculars. Our hands get tired, the image 
starts shaking, our eyes cannot capture the details 
of the object.

With Kenko VcSmart binoculars even the smallest 
trembling can be extremely reduced by simply 
switching ON the image stabilization,  
You can thus follow up any expression or 
movement of your favorite artist or sport champion 
with absolute clearness and accuracy,  
Switch OFF your stress with just one move.

WIDE RANGE OF SCENARIOS FOR EVERY SITUATION

TRAVELING           STARRY SKY               SPORTS                       NATURE                  CONCERTS



OVERVIEW

Kenko Tokina presents a new series of the most 
compact and lightweight binoculars with high-
performance image stabilization system - VcSMART  
10x30 and 14x30 designed to provide firm and stable 
viewing without using a tripod in a wide range of 
scenarios: traveling, starry-sky, nature observation, sport 
watching, concerts and live-shows. With a wider field of 
view compared to other similar binoculars, long eye 
relief, fully multi-coated optics and 12 hours of constant 
power, VcSMART series performs excellently both 
indoors and outdoors. 



OPTICAL IMAGE STABILIZING TECHNOLOGY

Kenko VcSMART incorporates a two-axis gimbal  
mechanism to perform optical image stabilization. The 
optical prism unit inside the binoculars compensates 
even the smallest shaking with stabilization freedom 
±3° for smooth and comfortable viewing as the 
trembling is detected by 2 gyro sensors inside the 
binoculars. By maintaining the optical elements 
constantly stable, this technology allows to suppress 
shaking while holding the binoculars with your hands.  
No more tripod, no more stress.



SLIDING SWITCH LEVER

The image is stabilized by throwing the switch lever 
on the ON position. No need to keep your finger 
pressed on any button. Moreover, to avoid battery 
consumption, Kenko VcSMART is equipped with an 
“AUTO OFF” function that will turn stabilization off 
after 10 seconds. 



FULL MULTI COATING

All lenses’ surfaces and prisms have a full multi-layer 
coating that assures no light loss transmittance and 
minimizes any disturbing reflection. For an extremely 
clear and bright view. 



EASY TO HOLD, LIGHTWEIGHT  
AND COMPACT DESIGN

Kenko VcSMART comes with a lightweight, easy-grip 
and compact body for long time observations. The 
external part is armored with a rubber coating that 
provides pleasing and secure touch. Its lightweight 
body is 16% lighter than competitors and prevents 
from tiredness even during extended  period of usage. 



LONG EYE RELIEF AND TWIST-UP EYECUPS

The 14mm long eye relief provides a comfortable 
experience over a long span of time. The twisting 
eyecups allow adjusting the eye point for convenient 
observation both with bare eyes and when wearing 
glasses. 



LITHIUM CR2 TYPE BATTERY

Kenko VcSMART is powered by only one element of 
lithium CR2 type battery. Exclusive algorithm 
microchip inside the binoculars provides more 
efficient energy consumption.  As a result you have 12 
hours of continuous usage - 33% better than 
competitors’ binoculars - to enjoy concerts, sport 
watching, nature observation with no worries about 
being interrupted. 



SPECIFICATIONS

VcSMART 10X30 VcSMART 14X30
Magnification 10x 14x

Objective lens effective diameter 30mm 30mm

Coating Full multi-coating Full multi-coating
Prism type Roof Roof

Stabilization freedom ±3° ±3°

Field of view 5.2° 4.4°

Field of view at 1000m 90.8m 76.8m

Exit pupil diameter 3mm 2.1mm
Brightness 9 4.4

Eye relief 14mm 14mm

Shortest focusing distance 3.5m 3.5m

Weight (binoculars body only) 515g 515g

Measurements 147x51x124mm 147x51x124mm
Country of production China China

JAN Code 4961607 031940 4961607 031957
Accessories Case, strap Case, strap



LOGISTICS DATA

PACKAGE SIZE 170 x 172 x 73 mm

PACKAGE GROSS WEIGHT aprox. 600g

MASTER CARTON SIZE 0.033 M3

MASTER CARTON GROSS WEIGHT aprox. 7,500g

MASTER CARTON QUANTITY 10pcs

The package design is tentative

Kenko VcSmart comes with the following accessories:

Pouch Neck strap



Competitive advantages

MORE  
STABLE

CLOSER TO  
THE OBJECT

LIGHTER  
WEIGHT

SMALLER  
IN SIZE

LONGER 
BATTERY LIFE

VcSMART 10x30 / 14x30 vs Canon 10x30 IS II / 14x32 IS

±3°/±3° vs ±1°/ ±1°
Stabilization freedom Shortest focusing distance

3.5m/3.5m vs 4.2m/2m

Measurements 
147x51x124mm vs 150x70x127mm12H/12H vs 9H /10H

One battery charge duration

Weight
515g/515g vs 600g/775g



Experience

Experience the image stabilization performance of 
Kenko VcSmart binoculars!

Click the image to follow the link

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mDpo2enXCqQ


KT Nakano Building 5-68-10, Nakano, Nakano-ku, Tokyo 164-8616, Japan
www.kenkoglobal.com
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